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and 4.3◦ vertically in the MRI scanner after sterilizing and
draping the device.
Results The robot positioned the needle for angulated insertion as specified on the navigation software with overall targeting error of 0.8 ± 0.5 mm along the horizontal axis and
0.8 ± 0.8 mm along the vertical axis. The two-dimensional
root-mean-square targeting error on the axial slices as containing the targets was 1.4 mm.
Conclusions Our preclinical evaluation demonstrated that
the MRI-compatible pneumatic robot for needle placement
with the capability to angulate the needle insertion path provides targeting accuracy feasible for clinical MRI-guided
prostate interventions. The clinical feasibility has to be established in a clinical study.

Abstract
Purpose To evaluate the targeting accuracy of a small profile
MRI-compatible pneumatic robot for needle placement that
can angulate a needle insertion path into a large accessible
target volume.
Methods We extended our MRI-compatible pneumatic robot
for needle placement to utilize its four degrees-of-freedom
(4-DOF) mechanism with two parallel triangular structures
and support transperineal prostate biopsies in a closed-bore
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. The robot is
designed to guide a needle toward a lesion so that a radiologist can manually insert it in the bore. The robot is integrated
with navigation software that allows an operator to plan angulated needle insertion by selecting a target and an entry point.
The targeting error was evaluated while the angle between
the needle insertion path and the static magnetic field was
between −5.7◦ and 5.7◦ horizontally and between −5.7◦
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Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-guided prostate biopsy
and brachytherapy are active areas of research [1–16], reflecting a strong demand for the precise and minimally invasive
care of prostate cancer. It is the most common cancer among
men in the United States [17]. Although transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) [18,19] is the current standard modality for
guiding biopsy and brachytherapy, MRI is ideal due to its
excellent visualization of the prostate gland, focal lesions,
and surrounding periprostatic tissues. MRI is particularly
useful if combined with a transperineal approach because
it provides better access to the anterior and apical regions of
the prostate [20] and can be applied to patients who cannot
undergo TRUS-guided biopsy due to previous total colectomy. Given that the MRI-guided approach includes angulated needle paths, it can avoid pubic arch interference; thus,
it also offers the ability to treat large volume glands that
are too large for TRUS-guided procedures. Researchers have
been continuously demonstrating the clinical feasibility of
transperineal prostate biopsy and brachytherapy guided by
intraprocedural MRI [1,2,5,14,13].
One of the major challenges in MRI-guided transperineal prostate interventions is performing procedures in the
in-bore space of an MRI scanner and taking full advantage
of the intraprocedural imaging to precisely guide a needle to
the target. Unfortunately, a conventional 60-cm closed-bore
MRI scanner does not allow keeping the patient in the lithotomy position with the legs widely open for easy access to
the perineum. Therefore, the patient table is repeatedly withdrawn from the scanner bore: inside for imaging and outside
for needle placement, unless a wide-bore MRI scanner is
used [16,21]. This precludes the ability to monitor the needle insertion process using real-time MRI, which is becoming
available in modern MRI scanners [21–23]. To assist transperineal procedures in the bore, several groups have developed MRI-compatible robotic devices to numerically guide
a needle into the prostate. This idea was first demonstrated in
an open-configuration MRI scanner [24,25] and then adapted
to closed-bore MRI systems [26–28]. These robotic devices,
however, do not secure a workspace for a physician to safely
access the perineum. Even for robots equipped with needle
insertion and tissue sampling or seed deployment mechanisms for a fully automated process, it is crucial to secure
safe access to the patient in the bore. To address these issues,
we have been developing an MRI-compatible pneumatic
robot for needle placement with a four degrees-of-freedom
(4-DOF) parallel kinematic structure that effectively utilizes
the space under the legs of the patient in the lithotomy position [29,30]. The robot is designed to guide a needle toward
a lesion so that a radiologist can manually insert it in the
bore. The parallel kinematic structure can position a needle
in parallel to the static magnetic field as well as with angu-
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lation from the field. While most targets in the prostate can
be reached without angulation as practiced in conventional
transperineal interventions with needle-guiding templates,
some targets require angulated needle placement because of
obstacles, for example the pubic arch. Those targets cannot
be reached by using needle-guiding templates, because they
only guide the needle in parallel to the MRI scanner’s B0
field. In spite of its small profile, the robot has kinematics
that achieve a range that sufficiently covers the entire prostate gland of most patients by providing the capability to
angulate the direction of needle insertion with respect to the
static magnetic field.
In this study, we extended the user interface of our robot
to allow a physician to plan angulated needle insertions by
fully utilizing our unique 4-DOF parallel kinematic structure.
Although the kinematic structure was designed for an angulated insertion, it has never been validated with an MRI scanner in our past studies [29–31] due to the lack of a practical
user interface to plan an angulated needle insertion intuitively. The user interface was integrated with our navigation
software, 3D Slicer with ProstateNav software plug-in module, which has been used in our ongoing clinical trial of MRIguided manual prostate biopsy using a template [23]. We
performed a preclinical evaluation of the robot in the same
setting as a clinical procedure, including sterilization and
draping, and examined if the robot could achieve the targeting accuracy required for transperineal prostate biopsy [9].

Materials and methods
Pneumatic robot with 4-DOF parallel kinematic structure
Figure 1 shows the overview and configuration of the robot
with the 4-DOF parallel kinematic structure. The robot has
two parallel triangular planar positioning mechanisms parallel to the axial plane of the scanner: one positioned at the front
of the robot (front triangular mechanism), facing the perineum, and the second on the feet side of the robot (back triangular mechanism). Those triangular mechanisms are connected by a linkage, which functions as a needle insertion
platform. Four pneumatic linear actuators are placed in parallel to the static magnetic field under the kinematic structure to drive the front and the back triangular mechanisms
independently. The linear actuation is transmitted to the inplane positioning of the front and back triangular mechanisms using timing belts. Subsequently, mechanically connecting the summit of the triangular mechanisms (ball joint
connections) creates the needle insertion axis, resulting in a
4-DOF angle guide (needle insertion and rotation about its
axis are not actuated). The pneumatic linear actuators can be
physically locked by brake mechanisms to prevent the robot
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Fig. 2 The configuration of the robot system for MRI-guided prostate interventions. Robot controller for low-level servo control of the
robot is placed in the scanner room, while the navigation workstation
is placed next to the host workstation of the MRI scanner system in
the control room. Optical fiber Ethernet is used for network communication between the robot controller and navigation workstation to shut
off electromagnetic (EM) noise from outside the EM shielded scanner
room
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with shielded differential signals (EM1-0-500-I, US Digital,
Vancouver, WA) are used to sense the pneumatic actuator
positions.

Fig. 1 a The photograph shows an overview of the 4-DOF MRI-compatible pneumatic needle placement robot and the agar phantom placed
on the patient table of the MRI scanner. The phantom was removed
from the scanner during the needle placement in the experiment. b The
robot with 4-DOF parallel kinematic structure has two identical triangular planar positioning mechanisms that move within the x − y plane
(axial in patient coordinate system) and are connected by a linkage as
a needle insertion platform. The needle is manually inserted into the
prostate through the perineum after the robot positions and orients the
needle insertion platform

from accidentally moving during the needle insertion process
due to human, software, or electrical errors.
Most of the robot’s components are constructed of fully
MRI-compatible plastic, with a minimal amount of nonferrous metal including brass (alloy 260 and 360) and anodized
aluminum (alloy 6061) to avoid eddy currents and deterioration of magnetic field homogeneity. The linear motion of four
pneumatic linear actuators is transmitted to the two triangular
mechanisms for planer motion via timing belts (MXL type,
trapezoidal teeth, urethane body, Kevlar core, 1/8” width,
0.08” pitch) and pulleys (MXL type, 1/8” width, 0.08” pitch,
aluminum body, brass setscrew). Ultem and cast acrylic are
used for most of the robot structure, and some parts are fabricated from commercial Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA)
rapid-prototype service using Acura 60 plastic (Acu-Cast
Technologies, LLC, Lawrenceburg, TN). Optical encoders

System configuration
The system consists of the following primary components
(Fig. 2): (1) the robot with in-room robot controller for lowlevel servo control; (2) navigation workstation that allows
physician and operator to visualize the anatomy and robot
workspace and to define targets and entry points for needle
placement on MRI images transferred from the scanner; (3)
3 Tesla MRI scanner (MAGNETOM Verio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The robot controller is equipped
with a computer running Linux-based real-time operating
system (RTLinux, Wind River Systems, CA), four pairs of
piezoelectric pressure regulator valves to control each of the
four pneumatic actuators, and a fiber-optic Ethernet interface
enclosed in an EMI-shielded Faraday cage. The controller is
connected to the medical air supply connector on the wall of
the scanner room to pneumatically drive the robot. Electric
power is supplied through a grounded and filtered patch panel
on the wall of the scanner room. Thus, the controller can be
operated inside the scanner room, approximately 3 m from
the isocenter of the MRI scanner without interfering with
imaging, while communicating with the navigation workstation located outside the scanner room [27] during image
acquisition. The navigation workstation is a Linux-based
workstation running open-source medical image computing
and visualization software, 3D Slicer [32]. The 3D Slicer
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Fig. 3 The screenshot of the navigation software based on 3D Slicer
shows the 3D models representing reachable target range and motion
range of the front and back triangular-shaped links

software incorporates a plug-in module that adds functionalities to plan targets on an intraprocedural MRI, registers
the robot to an image coordinate system using a specially
designed fiducial marker [22], and sends the coordinates
of the planned target to the robot controller through a network using the OpenIGTLink protocol [33]. The navigation
workstation also runs a Digital Imaging and Communication
in Medicine (DICOM) listener (DCMTK, http://dicom.offis.
de/) to receive intraprocedural MRI from the host computer
of the MRI scanner through the network. The robot controller
and the navigation workstation are connected via the fiberoptic network, while the navigation workstation and the host
computer of the MRI scanner are connected via 1000-Base
T Ethernet.

User interface for needle insertion path planning
Figure 3 shows the graphical user interface used to define a
needle insertion path on the navigation software. The interface provides two methods to specify needle insertion paths:
(1) “parallel insertion”, which is parallel to the static magnetic field, by specifying a target point in the prostate on an
intraprocedural MRI; (2) “angulated insertion”, by specifying a needle insertion point on the perineum and a target point
to define the intended insertion angle. The navigation software calculates the orientation of the needle insertion based
on the two points specified and sends it to the controller in a
quaternion. Before actual robot operation, the software also
overlays 3D models representing a volume reachable by the
needle tip onto the images to confirm that the target and
the needle insertion angle are within the range of motion of
the robot. This feature will allow the physician and operator
to decide whether to reposition the robot or the patient before
starting the procedure.
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Targeting accuracy of the angulated insertion was evaluated
in the 3T MRI scanner as follows:
Table setup: We placed a prostate intervention tabletop setup
with built-in leg supports that allows the subject to be positioned in feet-first lithotomy position in the scanner. The
tabletop setup has been used in our ongoing clinical trial
of MRI-guided prostate biopsy [16,21]. The tabletop consists of a baseboard, leg holders, and attachments to fix the
robot and a Z-frame fiducial marker [22,23]. The baseboard
is made of a cotton-resin plate designed to fit on the patient
table of the MRI scanner. The leg holders, attached to the
baseboard by an adjustable attachment, keep the legs apart
and raised to secure the workspace between the legs. Two
saline phantoms in bottle containers were placed on the right
and left of a cubical free space with a dimension of approximately 100 ×100× 100 mm, the anticipated location of the
prostate in a clinical case. The needle can be placed in this
cubical free space in this experiment.
Calibration: We first registered the robot to the image coordinate system by localizing the Z-frame fixed to the tabletop as previously described [22,23]. The Z-frame has seven
rigid MR-visible marker tubes with 7.5 mm inner diameters
filled with a contrast agent (MR Spots, Beekley, Bristol, CT)
placed on three adjacent faces of a 60 mm cube, thus forming 7 bright spots on an axial image. The navigation software automatically detects the seven rigid tubes on crosssectional MR images of the Z-frame acquired with the 2D
Fast Spin Echo imaging sequence for calibration (TR/TE:
3,000/116 ms; acquisition matrix: 256 × 256; echo train
length: 27; flip angle 140◦ ; field of view: 160×160 mm; slice
thickness: 2 mm; receiver bandwidth: 250 Hz/pixel; acquisition time: approx. 1 min). After localization of the Z-frame,
it was replaced by the robot so that the robot was registered
to the image coordinate system.
Robot setup: To take any factor that may impact the targeting accuracy into account, we tested the robot in a clinical
setting. As shown in Fig. 4, we draped the base of the robot
with a sterilized plastic cover designed for use in clinical
cases. The base of the robot includes all but the top ball
joints of the front and back triangular mechanisms, which
guide the needle, and the top linkage with the needle insertion platform. Sterilization of those parts was validated and
certified (Nelson Laboratories, Salt Lake City, UT) for the
full STERRAD NX advanced short sterilization cycle to a
sterility assurance level (SAL) of ≤ 10−6 using the biological indicator (BI) overkill method. The sterilized parts were
not attached to the robot until the base part of the robot was
draped after being placed onto the tabletop.
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Fig. 4 The robot was draped with a transparent plastic cover for sterilization of the interventional workspace. Only the base of the robot,
which is not sterilizable, is draped. The linkage that connects the two
triangular mechanisms and the ball joints that hold the needle was ster-

ilized before the procedure and attached to the base part of the robot.
The four links of the front and back triangular mechanisms penetrate
the cover

Planning: A multislice planning image of the phantom
was acquired using a TSE sequence (TR/TE: 5,250/100 ms;
acquisition matrix: 320 × 224; echo train length: 20; flip
angle 150◦ ; field of view: 140 × 140 mm; slice thickness:
3 mm; receiver bandwidth: 203 Hz/pixel) that has been used
for intraoperative imaging in our ongoing clinical trial. The
acquired images were transferred to the navigation workstation and loaded into the software. On the planning image, we
defined 16 targets in the cubical space; eight were aligned
along the vertical axis, and eight were aligned along the horizontal axis, as shown by the points in Fig. 3. The targets
were placed every 10 mm for the both vertical and horizontal
lines. All targets are placed on the same plane to avoid an
error variation due to differences in needle insertion depth
and to reveal the relationship between the needle placement
error and the angulation. The distance between the plane and
the Z-frame was 100 mm, which is a typical distance between
the Z-frame and targets in the prostate in our ongoing clinical
trial of manual MRI-guided prostate biopsy. In addition, one
fixed point was defined in the motion range of the back triangular mechanism as a remote center of the needle angulation
for evaluation purposes—this point was selected to generate upward insertion paths as would be required to avoid the
pubic arch, not as a putative entry point. The distance between
the fixed point and the plane that includes the targets was
400 mm. The fixed point was aligned to the cross point of the
vertical and horizontal rows of the targets as shown in Fig. 3,
resulting in angulated insertion with ranges of [−5.7◦ , 5.7◦ ]
horizontally and [−5.7◦ , 4.3◦ ] vertically. The needle insertion paths were calculated based on those points and transferred to the controller, where the inverse kinematics of the
robot was computed. The robot moved the needle guide to
align with each target position and orientation. In the future
clinical applications, the physician and operator will confirm
that the target and the needle insertion angle are within the
range at this stage and decides whether to reposition the robot
or the patient before proceeding to the next step. If the robot

needs to be repositioned, the operator will perform the calibration and robot set up steps again.
Needle placement: Before we positioned the robot at each
target, we positioned it at a randomly selected target to take
positioning errors due to large robot motion into account.
Once the needle insertion path was confirmed on the navigation software, the kinematic structure was physically
locked with the brake safety mechanisms. An 18-gauge ×
15-cm MRI-compatible core biopsy needle (MRI Bio Gun,
E-Z-EM, Westbury, NY) was manually inserted through the
robot’s guide sleeve to the needle insertion depth determined
by the controller and placed in the cubical free space. The
tip of the needle was covered by an MR-visible marker (MR
Spots, Beekley, Bristol, CT) to identify the tip of the needle in the cubical free space on confirmation images without
inserting the needle into a phantom, which often leads to a
needle placement error due to needle deflection. The tip of
the needle was identified as a signal void within the marker
on the MR images acquired from planes perpendicular to the
needle (Fig. 5).
Validation: A confirmation image of the needle in the target location was acquired using a multislice TSE sequence
(TR/TE: 3,000/106 ms; acquisition matrix: 320 × 200; echo
train length: 27; flip angle 140◦ ; field of view: 280×224 mm;
slice thickness: 2 mm; receiver bandwidth: 252 Hz/pixel)
after each needle insertion. The center of signal void of the
MR-visible marker due to the existence of the needle was
identified as the location of the needle manually on the same
slice as the target (Fig. 5). The two-dimensional (2D) needle placement error was evaluated by measuring the distance
between the defined target and the center of the needle.
Results
We could specify the target points with angulation with
the newly developed software, achieving a wider range of
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motion than our previous system, which only allowed parallel insertion. The robotic controller successfully positioned
the needle holder with angulated insertion as specified on
the navigation software. All needle placements for 16 targets were carried out successfully with target errors less
than 3.1 mm. The calibration process was completed instantly
without any failure. Figure 6 shows the relationship between
the targeting error and the angle of the needle from the static
magnetic field. The overall targeting error was 0.8 ± 0.5 mm
along the horizontal x axis and 0.8±0.8 mm along the vertical
y axis. The 2D root-mean-square (RMS) targeting error evaluated on the same axial slices as the targets was 1.4 mm. The
total procedure time for 16 targets was 99 min, including MR
imaging. The time to set up the system and the phantom in
the scanner was 31 min. The Z-frame image and the planning
image were acquired in 6 min. The calibration was performed
during the acquisition of the planning image. The planning
process lasted approximately 5 min. The mean duration for
targeting, including selection of the target and positioning of
the needle, was 128 ± 59 s.
Discussion
In this study, we demonstrated our MRI-compatible needle
placement robot with angulated needle placement capabilities and evaluated the targeting accuracy in the MRI scanner. The capability to place a needle with angulated insertion
paths is particularly useful when a target in the prostate is not
reachable from the perineum with a parallel insertion due to
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Fig. 5 The tip of the needle was covered by an MRI-visible marker
(upper left) so that the tip of the needle can be identified as an artifact on
an MR image acquired from a plane perpendicular to the needle (upper
right). The bottom photograph shows the needle with the marker placed
at the target by the robot
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Fig. 6 The plots show the error of needle placement in the x-axis (horizontal: right-left axis of the patient) and y-axis (vertical: anterior–posterior axis of the patient) with respect to the needle angle from the static
field.

the limited range of target or obstacles between the perineum and the target. Angulated insertion allows the anterior
gland to be reached avoiding the pubic arch for large volume
glands, for example. The targeting accuracy with angulated
insertion was comparable to parallel insertion (1.3 mm) we
evaluated in our previous study [31]. Although the study is
limited to the evaluations of single oblique (either horizontal
or vertical) angulation, we expect the targeting accuracy with
a double oblique angulation will be strongly affected by the
vertical angulation, because the targeting error was relatively
constant for the horizontal angulation. It is also expected that
the vertical and horizontal angulations will not affect each
other, because they can be decomposed in the difference and
the mean displacements of the two linear actuators for the
front triangular structure if the back triangular mechanism is
fixed as a remote center of rotation.
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Targeting errors in prostate biopsies performed with
18-gauge needles in previously published clinical studies
were 6.5 mm for a transperineal approach with a needle-guiding template [9] and 5.8 mm for a transrectal approach with
a commercially available device [15]. Although we did not
take into account deflection of the needle in this study, we
expect that the targeting accuracy of 1.4 mm is within an
acceptable range for clinical applications, given the targeting accuracies in the existing studies and the contribution
of needle deflection evaluated in a previous study using animal tissues, which revealed that the contribution of needle
deflection was 0.6 mm for bovine liver and 1.1 mm for bovine
muscle tissue at the target 120 mm from the entry point with
an 18-gauge symmetrical bevel needle [9]. It should also be
noted that the targeting accuracy of 1.4 mm is beyond the theoretical limit for a conventional needle-guide template with a
5- mm interval. The needle placement accuracy we found in
this study is comparable to other preclinical studies on imagebased evaluation of MRI-compatible robots, which have been
used clinically: Schouten et al. achieved needle placement
accuracy of 3.0 mm with their pneumatic robot for transrectal biopsy [34]; Krieger et al. published their robotic system
with hybrid tracking for transrectal biopsy with needle placement accuracy of 1. 5 mm [35]; Nuntener et al. reported that
their MRI-compatible robot for fully automated transperineal seed placement achieved seed placement accuracy of
0.72 mm [36].
Besides deflection of the needle, there are other factors
that may degrade the targeting accuracy of our robot for needle placement. First, air/tissue interfaces near the imaging
volume and deoxygenated blood potentially distort the static
magnetic field, causing inaccurate localization of targets and
the Z-frame; the prostate is adjacent to the rectal wall and
also close to the perineum; the Z-frame is placed in a narrow free space surrounded by the thighs and the perineum of
the patients. However, it is still important to validate such an
effect with a human subject. Second, shrinkage of the plastic mechanical parts due to repeated sterilization may lead to
mechanical inaccuracy. It is important to select a sterilization
method that has a minimum impact on the robot’s material
and to evaluate it thoroughly with the device before clinical
application. Our recent work has shown that the selected sterilization method did not affect the needle positioning accuracy in a laboratory setting [37]. Third, the targets cannot
be assumed to stay at the same position throughout, because
the patient moves during the procedure. The positions of the
targets have to be updated. This could be achieved by registering the initial planning image and the images acquired
for verification of needle placement. Such an imaging protocol is clinically feasible: our previous report on a clinical
trial of manual MRI-guided prostate biopsy with a needleguiding template demonstrated that a multi-slice turbo spin
echo image of the prostate can be acquired after each needle

insertion without noticeable image distortion caused by the
location of the needle. This image can be used for evaluation
of error between the designated target position and the actual
needle position [21].
We found one unanticipated issue with angulated insertion
that we had not encountered in our previous studies: a larger
needle insertion angle was associated with a larger targeting
error in the vertical direction. This can be explained by the
nature of our triangular kinematics: the ratio of vertical displacement of the triangular mechanism to the displacement
of the pneumatic linear actuator is larger at the lower range
than the higher range; therefore, a larger error can be observed
at the lower position if the back triangular mechanism is
fixed. Furthermore, if the front and back triangular mechanisms are positioned independently to angulate the needle,
the overall error in the front or back triangular mechanism is
geometrically scaled up at the tip of the needle. Because the
relationship between displacement of the actuator/encoder
and the tip of the triangular mechanism is not linear, calibration of the encoder at the zero position of the triangular
mechanism is critical. Further testing is required to tune the
kinematic software to improve the calibration accuracy. We
also found that the use of drape with the device in the preclinical evaluation is crucial to identify any possible problems
in the clinical workflow before a clinical trial. We experienced a reduction in the range of needle placement due to
insufficient slack of the drape during our rehearsal session
before the experiment. If the drape is not properly attached, it
might be trapped by the mechanism, impeding normal operation.
Pubic arch interference has been a major technical limitation during transperineal prostate interventions, especially
for the anterior and lateral portion of the prostate. Although
we only evaluated needle angulations of approximately ±5◦
by fixing the back triangular mechanism, the robot can
achieve angulation of more than 10◦ upward by lowering
the back triangular mechanism. Needle angulation of 10◦
would dramatically reduce pubic arch interface; Tincher et al.
reported that the mean maximum interferences in patients in
lithotomy position with 0◦ and 20◦ needle angulations were
7.8 and 1.0 mm, respectively [38]. Because of the linear trend
between targeting error and angulation shown in Fig. 6, we
expect that the targeting accuracy at the maximum angulation would still be the same level as manual needle placement
with template [9].
There are a number of MRI-compatible actuator technologies, such as pneumatic stepping motors [39,40], air motors
[41], ultrasonic motors [42], and piezoelectric motors [43]
for MRI-compatible devices. We chose the pneumatic cylinders to drive our parallel triangular mechanism to achieve
the low-profile kinematic structure that allows the radiologist to manually insert a needle into the patient at the imaging position. Securing in-bore workspace for the radiologist
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is particularly important for the smooth transition from the
manual procedure to the robotic procedure, and for patient
safety.
In conclusion, our preclinical evaluation demonstrated
that the MRI-compatible pneumatic robot for needle placement with 4-DOF parallel kinematic structure provides better
targeting accuracy than the theoretical limit of conventional
manual needle-guiding templates even with angulated needle insertion path, suggesting that this robotic device can be
used in clinical practice. The clinical feasibility has to be
established in a clinical study.
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